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Terms & Conditions

Suggested Retail Prices
Suggested retail prices (SRP) are first publicized when a title is first published and serve as guidance
in establishing prices through various distribution channels.
The actual price paid by an end customer is established by our distributors.
Prices & conditions subject to change without notice. Shipping costs higher outside the United States.
Science & Humanities Press only handles sales direct to authors as a convenience. Sales to others are
through retail outlets such as amazon.com, Barnes and Noble.com and various bookstores that obtain
books from our distribution Networks.
In general, a customer may find it best to order directly from amazon.com and take advantage of free
shipping for qualifying orders. amazon also frequently allows some discount from SRP to small-quantity
retail purchasers.
Resellers can qualify for special discounts when ordering directly from the branch of amazon that
does most of our manufacturing. books may also be available with discounts from other extended
distribution channels such as Ingram.

Return Policy:
Our books are guaranteed:
If a book has a defect, or doesn't hold up under normal use, you should contact the specific vendor
channel from which it was obtained. C e r t a i n l y , p roducts with publisher defects (i.e., books with
missing pages, etc.) should be returnable but may require authorization and you should contact the
manufacturer (probably amazon.com).
Overstock Returns are generally not permitted:
Our experience on overstock returns has been that the accounting churning costs both to us and the
customer were more than the privilege was worth. Returning books and ordering more later creates
confusion. Returned books are often shopworn. Discount schedules are set to encourage larger quantity
purchases, but you should order only what you reasonably expect to sell.
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